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Abstract
In this paper, we generalize the Ski-Rental Problem to the Bahncard Problem which is an
online problem of practical relevance for all travelers. The Bahncard is a railway pass of the
Deutsche Bundesbahn (the German railway company) which entitles its holder to a 50% price
reduction on nearly all train tickets. It costs 240DM, and it is valid for 12 months. Similar bus
or railway passes can be found in many other countries. For the common traveler, the decision
at which time to buy a Bahncard is a typical online problem, because she usually does not
know when and where she will travel next. We show that the greedy algorithm applied by most
travelers and clerks at ticket o5ces is not better in the worst case than the trivial algorithm which
never buys a Bahncard. We present two optimal deterministic online algorithms, an optimistic
one and a pessimistic one. We further give a lower bound for randomized online algorithms and
present an algorithm which we conjecture to be optimal; a proof of the conjecture is given for
a special case of the problem. It turns out that the optimal competitive ratio only depends on
the price reduction factor (50% for the German Bahncard Problem), but does not depend on the
price or validity period of a Bahncard. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the Ski-Rental Problem (SRP) [9, p. 113], a sportsman can either rent a pair
of skis for 1DM 2 a day, or buy a pair of skis for N DM. As long as he has not
bought his skis, he must decide before each trip whether to buy the skis this time
or to wait until the next trip (which might never come). The SRP can be solved by
algorithms for the page replication problem on two nodes A and B with distance 1 and
replication cost N (initially, the @le sits on node A, and all requests are to node B), or
the two-server problem on a triangle with side lengths (1; N; N ) (nodes A and B have
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distance 1; initially, the two servers sit on nodes A and C, and the requests alternate
between A and B). For the page replication problem, there are optimal 2-competitive
deterministic [4] and [(1+1=N )N ]=[(1+1=N )N −1]-competitive randomized algorithms
against an oblivious adversary [1, 8]. A similar bound was obtained by Karlin et al.
[6] for the problem of two servers on a (1; N; N )-triangle.
In this paper, we consider the Bahncard Problem which contains the SRP as a special
case (another generalization of the SRP was given in [2]). The Bahncard is a railway
pass of the Deutsche Bundesbahn (the German railway company). 3 It costs 240DM,
and it is valid for 12 months. Within this period, a traveler can buy train tickets 4 for
half of the regular price. Looking back at her travel schedule of the last few years, a
traveler can easily determine when several expensive trips had been su5ciently close
together to justify the additional expense of a Bahncard. Unfortunately, at any given
time the traveler cannot see far into the future, so her decision when to buy a Bahncard
is made with a high degree of uncertainty.
Let BP(C; ; T ) denote the (C; ; T )-Bahncard Problem, where a Bahncard costs C,
reduces any ticket price p to p, and is valid for time T . For example, the German
Bahncard Problem GBP is BP(240DM; 12 ; 1 year), and the SRP is BP(N; 0;∞) with
the additional constraint that each ticket costs 1DM .
The SRP and the Bahncard Problem are online problems, i.e., all decisions must
be made without any knowledge of the future. The quality of an online algorithm is
measured by the ratio of its performance and the performance of an optimal oLine
algorithm with full knowledge of the future. The supremum of this ratio over all
possible travel request sequences is the competitive ratio of the online algorithm; the
smaller the competitive ratio (it is always at least 1), the better the algorithm. 5
We show that no deterministic online algorithm for BP(C; ; T ) can be better than
(2− )-competitive. This lower bound is achieved by SUM, a natural generalization of
the optimal deterministic 2-competitive Ski-Rental algorithm. SUM is pessimistic about
the future in the sense that it always buys at the latest possible time. Surprisingly,
there is another optimal deterministic algorithm OSUM, which usually buys much earlier
than the pessimistic SUM (in fact, it buys at the earliest possible time). This gives the
rare chance of combining competitive analysis with probabilistic analysis: A traveler
with a low travel frequency should use the pessimistic algorithm, whereas a frequent
traveler should use the optimistic algorithm. Then both travelers will be happy in the
worst case (because both algorithms achieve an optimal competitive ratio), and on the
average (because the pessimistic algorithm tries to avoid buying, in contrast to the
optimistic algorithm).
3 Of course, our theory can also be applied to other time bounded price reduction schemes which can be
found all over the world.
4 Well, most train tickets.
5 Karlin et al. [7] coined the term “competitive analysis”, but the model was used before by Sleator and
Tarjan [11] in the analysis of list ranking and paging problems, and even earlier by Johnson et al. [5] in
the analysis of bin packing heuristics, for example.
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Since an online algorithm must make its decisions in a state of uncertainty about
future events, it seems plausible that randomization should help the algorithm (because
this may help to average between good and bad unpredictable future developments).
Ben-David et al. [3] de@ned several models for randomized competitive analysis and
compared their relative strengths. In this paper, we assume an oblivious adversary.
In this model, a request sequence is @xed in advance and the cost of a randomized
algorithm is a random variable, only dependent on the random moves of the algorithm.
We show that randomized variants of SUM and R-SUM are 2=(1 + )-competitive
against an oblivious adversary. This beats the deterministic lower bound for ∈ (0; 1),
but it does not reach the lower bound of e=(e − 1 + ) (except for the trivial case of
=1) which we show to hold for any randomized algorithm. We give a randomized
algorithm which achieves this bound in the case of T =∞, i.e., a Bahncard never
expires (in this case, the Bahncard Problem corresponds to a variant of the SRP where
the price for renting the skis includes the daily fee for the lift, which has to be paid
additionally each day after buying the skis). We conjecture that the algorithm is also
optimal for the more realistic case of T¡∞.
We note that introducing further “real-life” restrictions like limiting the number of
trips or upper bounding ticket prices has no ePect on the worst case behavior of the
problem (e.g., note that a single one-way ticket can already be more expensive than a
Bahncard).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give all de@nitions. In
Section 3, we present an e5cient oLine algorithm. In Section 4, we give a deter-
ministic lower bound and two optimal deterministic algorithms. In Section 5, we give
some randomized online algorithms and prove a lower bound which is tight for a
special case of the problem.
2. Denitions
Let C¿0; T¿0, and ∈ [0; 1] be @xed constants. The (C; ; T )-Bahncard Problem
(or shortly BP(C; ; T )) is a request–answer game between an algorithm A (the traveler)
and an adversary (real life). The adversary presents a @nite sequence of travel requests
 = 12 · · ·. Each i is a pair (ti; pi), where ti¿0 is the travel time and pi¿0 is
the regular price of the ticket. The requests are presented in chronological order, i.e.,
06t1¡t2¡ · · ·.
The task of A is to react to each travel request by buying a ticket (that cannot be
avoided), but A can also decide to @rst buy a Bahncard. A Bahncard bought at time t
is valid during the time interval [t; t + T ). A’s cost on i is
cA(i) =
{
pi if A has a valid Bahncard at time ti;
pi otherwise:
We call pi the reduced price of the ticket. Accordingly, i is a reduced request
for A if A already had a valid Bahncard at ti; otherwise it is a regular request. Note
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that A might buy a Bahncard at a regular request and then pay the reduced price for
the ticket.
If A buys Bahncard s at times 061¡ · · ·¡k then we call the sequence A()=
(1; : : : ; k) the B-schedule of A on  (since  is @nite, the B-schedule is also @nite).
We denote the length k of the B-schedule by |A()|. The total cost of A on  is then
cA() = |A()|C +
∑
i¿1
cA(i):
In the following, we do not always distinguish clearly between an algorithm A and its
B-schedule A, so cA() means the same as cA(), for example.
Besides the total cost of A, we are interested in partial costs during some time
interval I . Let
pI () =
∑
i:ti∈I
pi
be the cost of all requests in I , and let
cIA() =
∑
i:ti∈I
cA(i)
be the money spent by A on tickets during I . We call I cheap if
pI () ¡ ccrit ;
where
ccrit =
C
1− 
is the critical cost; otherwise, I is expensive. ccrit is the break-even point for any
algorithm. Buying a Bahncard at the beginning of an expensive interval saves money
in comparison to paying the regular price for all tickets in I . Observation 1(b) below
makes this more precise.
We are mainly interested in intervals of length T . The T -recent-cost (or T -cost for
short) of  at time t is
r(t) = p(t−T; t]():
The regular T -cost
rrA (t) =
∑
i : i is a regular request in I
pi
of A on  at time t is the sum of all regular requests in I =(t−T; t] with respect to A’s
B-schedule. Sometimes, we do not want the current request at time t to be included
in the summation when computing r(t) or rrA (t). Then we speak of the T-cost at
t− instead.
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For any request sequence  there is a B-schedule OPT() of minimal cost cOPT().
In general, OPT() is not unique and can only be computed by an o6ine algorithm
OPT which knows the entire sequence  in advance.
Observation 1. Let  be a request sequence and OPT() be an optimal B-schedule
for . Then we can assume w.l.o.g. that
(a) OPT never buys a Bahncard at a reduced request.
(b) If I is an expensive time interval of length at most T then OPT has at least one
reduced request in I .
Proof. (a) Postponing the purchase of a new Bahncard until the next regular request
cannot increase the cost of a B-schedule.
(b) Otherwise, buying a Bahncard at the @rst request in I would save money because
pI ()¿C + pI ()
for any expensive interval I .
An online algorithm A must compute its B-schedule A() on the Ry, i.e., whenever
it receives a new request i it must decide immediately if it wants to add ti to its
B-schedule, without knowing future requests i+1; i+2; : : : . Once bought, a Bahncard
cannot be reimbursed, so A cannot change its B-schedule later on. If A uses random-
ization then the cost of A on a @xed request sequence  is a random variable whose
expected value is also denoted by cA(). A is d-competitive if
cA()6dcOPT()
for all request sequences . A is an optimal online algorithm if its competitive ratio
d is the smallest possible among all online algorithms. If A is a randomized algorithm
then this de@nition describes competitiveness against an oblivious adversary (see [3]
for de@nitions of oblivious and adaptive adversaries and their respective strengths).
Intuitively, an oblivious adversary must @x the request sequence  before A starts serv-
ing the requests. In contrast, an adaptive adversary can construct the request sequence
step by step, dependent on previous decisions of A. This makes it more di5cult for
a randomized online algorithm to be competitive. However, we do not expect real
life to behave like an adaptive adversary (ignoring Murphy’s Law), so we assume an
oblivious adversary throughout this paper.
3. An optimal oine algorithm
We note that the proof of Observation 1(b) does not imply that an optimal algorithm
will buy a Bahncard whenever it reaches the @rst regular request of an expensive time
interval. In Fig. 1, both the intervals [0; T ) and [T; 2T ) are expensive, but if  is small
then the optimal algorithm would buy just one Bahncard at the second request.
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Fig. 1. Two expensive intervals, but an optimal algorithm buys at 2.
Fig. 2. The graph G corresponding to the requests of Fig. 1.
Theorem 2. Given n travel requests; we can compute an optimal B-schedule and its
minimal cost in time O(n).
Proof. Let = 1 · · · n be a sequence of n travel requests. We construct a weighted
acyclic directed graph G with nodes s= 0; 1; : : : ; n; n+1 = t, where s=(0; 0) and
t=(Tn+T; 0) are two new arti@cial requests. G has the property that (s→∗t)-paths in
G correspond to B-schedules, and any shortest (s→∗t)-path corresponds to an optimal
B-schedule.
For i=0; : : : ; n, there is an edge i→ i+1 of weight pi, and an edge i→ +Ti
of weight qi, where +Ti is the @rst request after (or at) time ti + T , and qi is the
accumulated cost of buying a Bahncard at request i and paying reduced ticket prices
until this Bahncard expires, i.e.,
qi = C +
∑
j:ti6tj¡ti+T
pj:
Fig. 2 shows the graph G corresponding to the requests of Fig. 1.
Since we can in time O(n) compute all the edge weights as well as a shortest
(s→∗t)-path by scanning the nodes 0; : : : ; n+1 in increasing order [12], the theorem
follows.
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4. Deterministic online algorithms
The Buy-Never-Algorithm NEVER which never buys a Bahncard is obviously 1=-
competitive. Unfortunately, this is only optimal if =1, i.e., buying a Bahncard does
not save any money. Before we analyze other algorithms, we show a lower bound on
the deterministic competitive ratio.
Theorem 3. No deterministic online algorithm for BP(C; ; T )can be better than
(2− )-competitive.
Proof. Let A be an online algorithm for BP(C; ; T ). Let ¿0 be an arbitrarily small
constant. As long as A does not have a Bahncard, the adversary continues showing
requests of cost  (arbitrarily dense, so that all requests are in the interval [0; T )). If
A wants to be better than 1=-competitive, it must eventually buy a Bahncard. Then
the adversary stops showing requests. Let s be the accumulated cost of the requests so
far, not including the current request. Then
cA(s) = C + s+ 
and
cOPT(s) =
{
s+  if s+ 6ccrit ;
C + (s+ ) if s+ ¿ccrit :
Hence
cA(s)
cOPT(s)
=


C + s+ 
s+ 
if s+ 6ccrit :
C + s+ 
C + (s+ )
if s+ ¿ccrit
¿ 2−  − (1− )
2
C
;
because both quotients achieve their minimum value at s= ccrit−. Since we can choose
 arbitrarily small, the theorem follows.
Clerks at railway ticket o5ces usually advise their customers to buy a Bahncard iP
they are planning to buy one or more tickets of total cost at least ccrit =C=(1 − ).
We call this algorithm the Ticket-O;ce-Algorithm TOA. It has the advantage of being
memoryless (cf. [10]), however its competitive ratio is the same as that of NEVER: If
the request sequence consists of many travel requests of cost slightly less than ccrit
within a short time interval, then TOA never buys a Bahncard, whereas the optimal
algorithm would buy one at the @rst request.
TOA seems to fail because it tries to handle expensive requests optimally but it cannot
safeguard against a sequence of several cheap requests. To achieve a good performance
for both types of request sequences we must allow for non-optimal behavior in both
cases. The proof of the lower bound indicates that the following algorithm SUM might
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behave better than TOA. SUM buys a Bahncard at a regular request (t; p) iP the regular
T -cost at time t is at least ccrit and SUM does not already have a Bahncard, i.e.
rrSUM(t)¿ccrit :
In the example of Fig. 1, SUM would buy a Bahncard at the second request (and thus
incidentally behave optimally).
Theorem 4. SUM is (2− )-competitive for BP(C; ; T ).
Proof. Let  = 12 · · · be a request sequence and let OPT()= (1; : : : ; k) be an
optimal B-schedule for . This divides time into epochs [j; j+1), 06j6k, where we
assume 0 = 0 and k+1 =∞. Each epoch (except for, possibly, the @rst and last one)
starts with an expensive phase [j; j + T ), followed by a cheap phase [j + T; j+1).
SUM will buy at most one Bahncard during any epoch. This follows from Observation
1(b) and the fact that (t − T; t] must be an expensive interval if SUM buys a Bahncard
at time t. Therefore, we can upper bound SUM’s total cost of buying Bahncards by
assuming that SUM spends C in every expensive phase, in addition to ticket costs.
Clearly, cISUM()6c
I
OPT() for a cheap phase I . So let I be any expensive phase. Let
cSUM and cOPT denote SUM’s and OPT’s cost during I , respectively (including the cost of
buying Bahncards). We divide I into three subphases I1; I2; I3 (some of which can be
empty); in I1 and I3, SUM has a valid Bahncard, whereas it must pay regular prices in
I2. For i ∈ {1; 2; 3}, let
si = pIi()
be the total cost of requests in Ii. Then
cSUM6C + s2 + (s1 + s3)
and
cOPT = C + (s1 + s2 + s3):
Hence
cSUM
cOPT
6
C + s2 + (s1 + s3)
C + (s1 + s2 + s3)
6
C + ccrit
C + ccrit
= 2− ;
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because the second quotient is maximal if s1 = s3 = 0 and if s2 is maximal, and the
de@nition of SUM implies s26ccrit .
So SUM is optimal for the Bahncard Problem. In particular, it is 32 -competitive for
the GBP. For the SRP, it behaves like the well-known optimal 2-competitive algorithm
which buys at the N th request [4].
However, SUM tends to be pessimistic about the future: It always buys at the latest
possible time, namely after it has seen enough regular requests to know for sure that
an optimal algorithm would already have bought a Bahncard. In contrast to that, we
consider the Optimistic-Sum-Algorithm OSUM which buys a Bahncard at a regular
request (t; p) iP
p¿
C − s(1− )
2(1− ) ;
where s is the regular T -cost at t−, i.e.
s = rrOSUM (t
−1):
Observe that OSUM will never buy its ith Bahncard later than SUM (because OSUM
buys when s reaches ccrit), but often will buy earlier. Consider for example the GBP.
Then OSUM buys a Bahncard whenever p¿C − 12 s. On the request sequence (Jun
22, 250DM), (Jun 26, 100DM), (Jul 17, 50DM), (Jul 31, 200DM), for example,
OSUM would buy a Bahncard at the @rst request on Jun 22 and spend 540DM for all
four tickets (which is optimal), whereas SUM would pay the regular price for the @rst
three tickets and buy a Bahncard only at the fourth request on Jul 31, thus spending
740DM.
Of course, OSUM’s advantage over SUM shrinks if there are many cheap requests,
and if all requests are in@nitesimally small then OSUM converges to SUM. Nevertheless,
OSUM should be used by frequent travelers who expect to buy more tickets in the near
future, whereas SUM should be preferred by sporadic travelers with a low probability
of traveling. The next theorem shows that OSUM is as optimal as SUM.
Theorem 5. OSUM is (2− )-competitive for BP(C; ; T ).
Proof. We would like to argue similar to the proof of Theorem 4. However, OSUM
might buy more Bahncards than OPT, so we can no longer charge the cost of OSUM’s
Bahncards to the expensive phases. Therefore, we augment the proof of Theorem 4
by introducing critical phases. If OSUM buys a Bahncard at some time t, then let t′ be
the maximum of t − T and the expiration time of OSUM’s previous Bahncard. If the
interval I =(t′; t] has a non-empty intersection with an expensive phase then we can,
as before, charge OSUM’s cost for this Bahncard to this expensive phase. Otherwise, we
call I a critical phase and charge OSUM’s cost for this Bahncard to this critical phase.
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Now, an epoch consists of an expensive phase, followed by an alternating sequence
of cheap phases and critical phases. The cheap and expensive phases can be analyzed
as in the proof of Theorem 4. A critical phase is induced by a request (t; p) with
p¿
C − s(1− )
2(1− ) =: a;
where s= rrOSUM (t
−). Hence
cOSUM = C + s+ p
and
cOPT = s+ p:
Therefore
cOSUM
cOPT
=
C + s+ p
s+ p
6
C + s+ a
s+ a
= 2− ;
because the second quotient is maximal if p is minimal. 
5. Randomized online algorithms
We de@ne R-SUM (R-OSUM) as a randomized variant of SUM (OSUM) which, with
probability q=1=(1 + ), buys a Bahncard at time t iP SUM (OSUM) would buy one
at time t. It is easy to see from the proof of the next theorem that 1=(1 + ) is the
optimal choice for this probability.
Theorem 6. R-SUM and R-OSUM are 2=(1 + )-competitive for BP(C; ; T ).
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5. Cheap phases
are analyzed as in the deterministic case. If I = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 is an expensive phase then
cR-SUM6qC + s2 + (q + 1− q)(s1 + s3)
and
cOPT = C + (s1 + s2 + s3):
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Hence
cR-SUM
cOPT
=
qC + s2 + (q + 1− q)(s1 + s3)
C + (s1 + s2 + s3)
6
C 2(1+)(1−) +
2
1+ (s1 + s3)
C 11− + (s1 + s3)
=
2
1 + 
;
because the second quotient is maximal if s2 is maximal, and s26ccrit by de@nition of
SUM (or OSUM).
If I is a critical phase then
cR-OSUM = s+ q(C + p) + (1− q)p
and
cOPT = s+ p:
Hence
cR-OSUM
cOPT
=
s+ q(C + p) + (1− q)p
s+ p
6
s+ q(C + a) + (1− q)a
s+ a
=
s+ 11+ (C + 
C−s(1−)
2(1−) ) +

1+
C−s(1−)
2(1−)
s+ C − s(1− )=2(1− )
=
s 11+ + C
1
(1+)(1−)
s 12 + C
1
2(1−)
=
2
1 + 
;
because the second quotient is maximal if p is minimal.
Note that 2=(1+)¡2− if ∈ (0; 1), so R-SUM usually beats SUM. It is 43 -competitive
for the GBP, but for the SRP it is identical to the deterministic SUM algorithm.
We now consider the case that T =∞, i.e., a Bahncard never expires. This makes
the problem more similar to the well-understood SRP. In this case, time is no longer
important, and we can w.l.o.g. assume that the behavior of an algorithm at any moment
is completely determined by the sum of all previous requests. A deterministic algorithm
A can thus be described by a single positive number sA, meaning that A buys a Bahncard
if the cost has reached sA. A randomized algorithm Q can be described by a monotone
increasing function pQ : [0;∞]→ [0; 1], where pQ(s) is the probability that Q has a
Bahncard after the cost has reached s. Since small requests work in favor of the
adversary, we can further assume w.lo.g. that the total ticket cost is a continous function
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of time (and monotone increasing, of course). Then, a request sequence is also just a
positive number s, namely the sum of all requests.
Lemma 7. Let Q be a randomized algorithm. Then Q has expected cost
cQ(s) = pQ(s)C + s− (1− )
∫ s
0
pQ(x) dx
for any request sequence s.
Proof. The expected cost of all tickets is

∫ s
0
pQ(x) dx +
∫ s
0
(s− pQ(x)) dx:
We now de@ne the randomized algorithm RAND by
pRAND(s) =


e s=ccrit−1
e−1+ if s6ccrit ;
e−1
e−1+ if s¿ccrit :
Since p is monotone increasing and p(ccrit)¡1, RAND is well de@ned.
Theorem 8. RAND is e=(e − 1 + )-competitive for BP(C; ;∞).
Proof. Let s be a request sequence. If s6ccrit then
cOPT(s) = s
and, by Lemma 7,
cRAND(s) =
e s=ccrit − 1
e − 1 + C + s+ (1− )
∫ s
0
e x=ccrit − 1
e − 1 +  dx
=
e s=ccrit − 1
e − 1 + C + s−
1− 
e − 1 + 
(
C
1− e
s=ccrit − s− C
1− 
)
= s
e
e − 1 +  :
If s¿ccrit then
cOPT(s) = C + s
and
cRAND(s) = cRAND(ccrit) + (1− pRAND(ccrit)(1− ))(s− ccrit)
=
e
e − 1 + 
C
1−  + s−
C
1−  −
e − 1
e − 1 +  (1− )
(
s− C
1− 
)
=C
(
e
(e − 1 + )(1− ) −
1
1−  +
e − 1
e − 1 + 
)
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+ s
(
1− (e − 1)(1− )
e − 1 + 
)
=C
e
e − 1 +  + s
e
e − 1 +  :
Hence the competitive ratio is e=(e − 1 + ).
Note that RAND always beats R-SUM or R-OSUM. If =0 then the Bahncard Problem
becomes the SRP, and RAND behaves like the optimal e=(e−1)-competitive randomized
Ski-Rental algorithm with N =∞ [1, 8].
Theorem 9. No randomized online algorithm for BP(C; ; T ) can be better than
e=(e − 1 + )-competitive.
Proof. We @rst prove the theorem for BP(C; ;∞). We have seen in the proof of
Theorem 8 that RAND achieves the same competitive ratio of e=(e − 1 + ) on all
request sequences.
Let Q be a randomized algorithm, de@ned by pQ. We will show that if Q diPers from
RAND (if the two probability functions only diPer on singular points then we do not
consider them diPerent because they have the same expected cost) then there exists a
request sequence s with cQ(s)¿cRAND(s). Hence, Q has a worse competitive ratio than
RAND.
Let z=pQ(∞) (note that this limit always exists for bounded monotone increasing
functions). Then
cQ(∞)
cOPT(∞) =
z + (1− z)

=
1− z(1− )

:
Therefore, Q can only be as good as RAND if pQ(∞)¿pRAND(∞).
If pQ(s) is smaller than pRAND(s) for some values of s then let
s1 = min{s¿0 | ∃ ¿ 0 ∀s′; s ¡ s′ ¡ s+  :pQ(s′) ¡ pRAND(s′)}:
Let
s2 = inf{s ¿ s1 |pQ(s)¿pRAND(s)}:
Note that s2¿s1 + . Then, by Lemma 7, cQ(s2)¿cRAND(s2).
Otherwise, let s1¿0 be minimal such that there exists ¿0 with pQ(s)¿pRAND(s)
for s1¡s¡s1 + . Then, by Lemma 7, cQ(s1 + )¿cRAND(s1 + ).
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced the Bahncard Problem as a generalization of
the Ski-Rental Problem. We have shown how to solve it oLine in optimal linear
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time. We have given two optimal deterministic online algorithms and have shown that
randomizing these algorithms improves the competitive ratio. We have also shown a
lower bound for randomized online algorithms, but could only give an algorithm with
a matching upper bound for the special case when a Bahncard never expires.
We conjecture that the following algorithm is optimal in the general case: For
06'6ccrit , let '-SUM be the deterministic algorithm which buys a Bahncard at a reg-
ular request (t; p) iP rr'-SUM(t)¿' (i.e., SUM is ccrit-SUM). RAND2 chooses '∈ [0; ccrit]
randomly such that the probability of '∈ [0; s] is pRAND(s), for s∈ [0; ccrit]. If T =∞
then RAND2 is identical to RAND and hence optimal.
Conjecture 10. RAND2 is e=(e − 1 + )-competitive for BP(C; ; T ).
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